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Museum Hours
Tuesday – Saturday: 10:00 AM – 5:00 PM

Sunday: 1:00 PM – 5:00 PM
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4th Floor
Once Upon a Building
Pretend to be an architect, urban planner,
or construction worker while you learn how 
buildings are constructed.

Native American Gallery
Discover the rich cultures of the Monacan, Lakota, 
and Pueblo peoples. Explore the housing, daily life, 
and arts of each Nation. Visit the Dig Box and 
pretend to be an archaeologist uncovering 
artifacts and piecing together history.

On the James
Help a miniature batteau boat navigate the James 
River using locks and canals and watch what 
happens when a rainstorm soaks downtown 
Lynchburg!

3rd Floor
Voltageville
Build circuits in Voltageville and practice your 
balancing skills using Bernoulli’s Principle to play 
air-dryer basketball!

Raceways
Zip, swirl, and twirl as you explore gravity,
inertia, velocity, and electricity in a setting that 
brings science to life.

Shipwreck Cove
Our friends 36 months and under can explore a 
pirate ship, play at our interactive table, interact 
with a coral reef, and meet new friends!

League of Healthy Heroes
This interactive gallery offers children hands-on 
activities that communicate the importance of 
choosing healthy foods and incorporating exercise 
into their daily routines.

2nd Floor
Changing Gallery
This gallery hosts exciting, temporary exhibitions 
on a bi-annual basis. 

Big Red Barn
Inspired by Margaret Wise Brown’s Big Red Barn, 
this gallery invites families to experience life on 
the farm.

Café Amaze
Café Amaze, formerly Kidz Warehouse, 
now offers more food and drink options to fuel 
both children and adults for hours of exploration 
at A² and also hosts a selection of unique and 
educational merchandise.

1st Floor
Art of Acting
At The Art of Acting, you can try on costumes, set 
the lighting, and act out your favorite scenes.

Bee in the Know
An interactive and live exhibition exploring 
the importance, function, and art of 
beekeeping.

Puppet Tree
Try on a new character and put on a show 
at the Puppet Tree. With dozens of puppets to 
choose from, the possibilities are limitless!

Listen to the Rhythm
Go behind the scenes of your favorite tunes 
in the music room. Try your hand at our authentic 
instruments and see what happens when everyone 
plays together.

On Stage: The Rockstar Experience
Ever wondered what it’s like to be a rockstar? 
Whether you choose to sing for the crowd or play 
in the band, On Stage: the Rockstar Experience 
will make you feel legendary!

Paint Box
Who doesn’t dream of painting on the walls? Step 
into our one-of-a-kind glass wall paintbox where 
you can stretch your imagination from floor to 
ceiling!

Amazement Tower
“From Here to There to Everywhere,” is one of the 
tallest climbing structures in the nation and the 
museum spine, interconnecting all four flours and 
extending to the roof! An endless maze of slides, 
ladders, tunnels, and a zip-line.
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